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Abstract. This paper describes our project to construct wireless Comput-er-
Assisted Language Learning (CALL) classroom under non-wired settings in  
Japan. In 1990s, so-called CALL system began to be introduced into Japanese 
educational settings. The system was mainly wired desktop-based system. After 
two decades, administrators of the system have to decide what to do with the 
system; replace or abolish. It is needless to say that it costs extremely a lot for 
replacement. In the current paper, a new possibility is suggested: change into 
the wireless CALL classroom, where tablet computers will be used under wire-
less circumstances. We would like to describe out system model and point out 
some issues on login. 
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1 Introduction 

The desktop-based wired PC room has been a standard model of Comput-er-Assisted 
Language Learning (CALL) for many years in foreign language teaching. The CALL 
classroom has provided various solutions to some of the challenges around English as a 
Japanese Foreign Language (EFL) field; lack of input, fewer opportunities for interac-
tion, less motivated learners to use English, and so on. Tablet PC has some benefits in 
the foreign language classroom due to its mobile nature with wireless en-vironment; that 
is, the CALL system can be realized in non-wired traditional class-rooms. This study 
reports on our construction and touches on some issues to be dis-cussed with a focus  
on login. 

2 Construction Backgrounds 

The general desktop-based CALL system that is introduced in Japan is illustrated in 
Table 1 below, where two basic functions are available; class support function and 
communication function [1][2]. 
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dardized desktop-based CALL functions in Japan 

・Attendance/Absence
・Follow up for late comers 
・On-demand function 
・Pair-lesson function 
・Group-lesson function 
・Automatic delivery / collection of materials 
・Collection of recorded sounded materials 
・Analyzer  
・Materials creation 
・Portfolio (Materials, achievements)
・Monitoring
・Inter-come  
・Modeling 
・Auto-call 
・Call-response
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Fig. 1. Question items on impression 
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3 Construction  
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able 2. Details on students’ tablet PC 

Windows 8 
Intel Atom, Z2760,  1.80 GHz,  2core 
2GB 
64GB 

25.7㎝(10.1"), HD,  
Resolution: 1366 x 768 

Broadcom  
IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n 
2 cells  (Li-Polymer)  
3540 mAh  
Video mode： 9  hours 
Height： 18.7 mm  
Width： 167.5 mm  
Depth： 258.5 mm  
Weight：1.26 kg 

c hardware. In order to control 50 tablet computers i
up two access points (AP) with different ranges. Serv
ere set up as described in Fig. 2 below. Software were a
e composed of by base system, server, web service, da
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Fig. 2. System outline 
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4 Research  
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processing capacity is a big issue for tablet CALL syst
possible to standardize the amount of communications t
ers. As a first preliminary study, we carried out a resea
alled the instruction of “start logging in” and everybo
e time. Here is the table below to show the result of acc
here are 42 participants in this experiments. 

Table 3. Result of access log 

 

all the participants were able to login smoothly. Ac-tua
t able to do it in 15 minutes and changes their devices
be a level for the system to cover the number of tabl
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There are more issues to be considered; the relationship of traffic with file size, 
each function of LMS, the use of video and recorded sound, Bluetooth coonection, 
and so on. We would like to report on these issues for the next opportunity. 
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